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Abstract––Knowledge management (KM) is an essential consideration in engineering education to ensure that
institutional knowledge flows efficiently between the stakeholders. Engineering institutions are a nested system of
various processes and functions grouped into functional domains. The functional domains are dominated by
performance indicators that impact the performance of engineering institutions. The performance indicators constitute
the knowledge elements in the functional domains. The paper focuses on the importance of performance indicators and
proposes an information technology based KM framework for the acquisition, capture, transformation, storage,
dissemination and application of the institutional knowledge. The implementation of the framework will provide
institutions with opportunities of cross functional knowledge sharing, collaborative problem solving, enhanced decision
making, shorter development cycles and building of a competitive advantage
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is widely perceived as a strategic asset in improving the organizational performance and knowledge
management (KM) has received widespread attention in recent years. Recent times have seen KM as a fundamental
management strategy to enhance the efficiency, performance and competitiveness in organizations.
Companies and academics have highlighted the importance of knowledge as the basis for competitive advantage
[22]. This has made it important to better acquire, transfer and utilize knowledge. [23] defines knowledge as “the insights,
understandings and the practical know-how that we all possess”. [21] proposed that knowledge management is the process of
identifying, growing and effectively applying an organization’s existing knowledge in order to achieve the organization’s
goals, while creating an organizational culture that permits further knowledge creation. Essentially, KM needs to ensure that
the right knowledge gets to the right people at the right time, and to help people share and put knowledge into action in ways
that strive to improve organizational performance [11]. To meet these objectives, knowledge must be created, transformed
and eventually disseminated and shared [20]. From these and other definitions, it is inferred that knowledge management is
the management of organizational information and knowledge by applying skills, experience, innovation and intelligence.
Large number of organizations have implemented KM principles and methods in their routine activities for
enhanced collaboration of knowledge on inter and intra organizational platforms. However educational institutions have
not taken much interest in introducing KM approaches even though from the academic learning point of view KM by its
nature is essential for educational institutions [15]. Today educational institutions behave like educational markets. They
have to adjust themselves and develop strategies to respond rapidly to the increasing demands of stakeholders and market
pressures. To be able to effectively manage their knowledge resources, educational institutions need to have appropriate KM
processes in place [13]. A KM approach is a conscious integration of all human resources and academic and administrative
processes for the acquisition, structuring and sharing of institutional knowledge.
Today the challenge faced by most institutions is the lack of ability to integrate the capture and transfer of
actionable, articulated and explicit knowledge. Knowledge management intervention (KMI) will focus on the integrated
acquisition of knowledge from all aspects of the institution and its deployment in the form as required by the various users. It
offers opportunities to the organization to move towards a cross functional and cross organizational knowledge sharing
culture. By using KM, the same knowledge can be projected in different forms for a wide variety of decision making and
planning.
The study is a modest attempt to generate KM services in engineering institutions (EIs) through the reuse and
sharing of institutional knowledge towards process improvement, performance enhancement and decision making. The study
aims to identify the generic functional domains in EIs and the performance indicators that impact the performance of
institutions in the functional domains. The KM framework is developed based on the integration of the functional domains
and the corresponding performance indicators.

II.

RELATED WORK

Significant work has been done in the area of KM in education and many new requirements have been proposed
by different people in this field. [6] discussed that an institution wide approach to KM can lead to exponential improvements
in knowledge sharing – both explicit and tacit and the subsequent surge benefits on educational institution processes such as
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research, curriculum development, student and alumni services, administrative services and strategic planning. According to
[15], in order to build and develop a robust and thriving knowledge environment the institutions need to look beyond
technology and develop the overall culture of accessing, sharing and managing knowledge. A study conducted by [7]
showed that IT based KM interventions seem to be promising techno-management tools to help cast an impact over all the
vital areas of education system viz. institutional planning, curriculum development, research and development activities and
thus provide a quantum leap in the “Quality of Service (QoS)”. [8] concluded that in order to apply KM , knowledge and
expertise must be readily accessible, understandable and retrievable. [19] concluded that to create a KM system in
educational institutions it is necessary to point out the valuable knowledge, to create a methodology for receiving,
transforming and consolidating knowledge, to activate and optimize the process of knowledge formation, transmission and
evaluation, to perform spread of knowledge among the staff and students, to constantly perform knowledge monitoring and
make decisions accordingly and to generate new knowledge and new technologies for knowledge transmission. [17] said that
KM challenges lie in the creation of a knowledge environment and the recognition of knowledge as intellectual capital.
Effective KM in higher education requires significant change in the culture and values, organizational structures and reward
systems. Research on the implications of KM in higher learning institutions [3] proposed a KM framework for education
comprising of three main sections – knowledge acquiring process, knowledge distribution and segregation process and
strategic planning process using the knowledge.
Most research literature emphasizes the need for KM in educational institutions, the factors that impact KM, the
KM processes and the benefits that can be derived from KM in educational institutions. Further, most existing frameworks
appear to have been derived from the experiences and considerations of business organizations, rather than of higher
educational institutions. This paves the way for an urgent need for a holistic KM solution for educational institutions.

III.

RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

A. Aim of the Research
The approach to this research is broadly classified as : (1) Study of the perception of academia on IT based KMI
in various FDs in engineering colleges, (2) Development of an IT based KMI architecture in engineering institutions and its
implementation.
B. Identification of Functional Domains and Performance Indicators
The operations of engineering institutions involve a number of processes that can be broadly grouped into
functional domains (FDs) based upon the functionalities performed. Further each functional domain is governed by a number
of variables or parameters that impact the outcomes of the processes and the performance in the functional domains. Such
variables have been termed as performance indicators (PIs) in the study. During the implementation of the processes in the
functional domains, the performance indicators bear different values which are the outputs of the processes. The values that
the performance indicators hold are indicative of the performance in the domains and are a major contributor to the
institutional knowledge.
The authors identified the generic functional domains in engineering institutions and the performance indicators
that support the effectiveness of KM in the domains via an interview and group discussion based study as well as
professional experience in educational institutions. Inputs were also gathered from work already accomplished in the field of
KM in higher education [7], [15]. Group and individual interviews with the faculty, heads of departments and deans and
observations of the procedures and processes yielded useful information on functional domains and performance indicators.
The data collected was analyzed using the content analysis technique. Content analysis consists of analyzing the contents of
documentary materials (books, magazines, newspapers) and verbal materials (interviews, group discussions) for the
identification of certain characteristics that can be measured or counted.
The content analysis resulted in the identification of the FDs in the institutions and the PIs for KM intervention.
The major domains were identified as institutional planning and development, research and consultancy, administrative
services, purchase and procurement, finance and accounts, teaching and learning process, examination process, admission
process, placements, faculty recruitment, faculty performance evaluation and student affairs.
C. Study of Importance of Performance Indicators
A study with the objective to identify the perceived importance attributed by faculty to IT based KMI in
engineering institutions was conducted in the form of a survey. The survey questionnaire consisted of a brief introduction on
the purpose of the research specifying the authors’ interest in the participants’ perception of the impact on KM intervention
in engineering institutions. The questionnaire was designed to be simple, easy to fill, less time consuming and focused and
consisted of the list of identified performance indicators in the functional domains to be evaluated by the faculty for KM
intervention.
To conduct the survey, the questionnaire was distributed to the respondents partly by mail and partly in person.
The candidates for the survey consisted of senior faculty members, Deans and Heads of Departments. The selection of the
respondents was done very carefully keeping in mind the nature of the institutions, academic qualifications, designations and
professional experience. The respondents were chosen from engineering colleges in the NCR of Delhi. Follow up telephone
calls and e-mails were made to remind the respondents that the survey should be completed in order to maximize the
response rates. It took about one month to complete the survey wherein 167 responses were received out of a total of 550
forms distributed. The response rate of the survey was 30.36%. In answering the questionnaire, the respondents marked a
performance indicator “YES” in support of KM intervention, else it was marked “NO”. The responses were encoded, entered
into the computer and results computed in the form of percentage response (YES / NO) for each PI. Though the results were
compiled for all the identified functional domains, they have been illustrated only for two domains : teaching and learning
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process and faculty performance evaluation. The results of the study assert the opinion that KM initiatives can play an
important role in enhancing the performance and effectiveness of engineering institutions in various functional domains.
Table I : Importance of Performance Indicators in Functional Domains
Teaching and Learning Process
Response in %
Performance Indicators for KM Intervention
YES
NO
Teaching material prepared by the faculty
92%
8%
Course plans – proposed and actual
91%
9%
Curriculum
98%
2%
Question banks, assignments and solutions, case studies
88%
12%
Typical problems faced by faculty in a course
90%
10%
Topics students find difficult to understand
90%
10%
Frequently asked questions(FAQs)
89%
11%
Effective teaching methodologies used by faculty for specific topics
93%
7%
Related research
87%
13%
Related projects
87%
13%
Industry interfaces
87%
13%
Performance Evaluation of Faculty
Response in %
Performance Indicators for KM Intervention
YES
NO
Results in courses taught by faculty
95%
5%
Research papers published by the faculty
94%
6%
Industrial Consultancy and projects taken up by the faculty
89%
11%
Student Projects guided by the faculty
90%
10%
Student feedback
76%
24%
Peer rating
78%
22%
Seminars, workshops and conferences organized by the faculty
89%
11%
Seminars, workshops and conferences attended by the faculty
81%
19%
Administrative responsibilities carried out by the faculty
90%
10%
Personal Skills evaluation of the faculty
83%
17%
Initiatives for self improvement and career development
89%
11%
In support of the results, the authors proposed a framework and corresponding architecture for IT based KMI in
engineering institutions. The implementation of the architecture has been completed for the teaching and learning domain
and is in use in test engineering college (TEC), the name of the institution has been masked to hide its identity. A similar
implementation is in process for the faculty evaluation domain and implementation can be achieved for all the domains.

IV.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR IT BASED KM INTERVENTION IN
ENGINEERING INSTITUTIONS

In order to facilitate the sharing and utilization of the knowledge generated in functional domains of engineering
institutions in the appropriate forms, a conceptual framework (Fig. 4.1) has been developed to establish an IT based KMI.
The framework focuses on the integrated acquisition of knowledge from all aspects of the organization and its deployment in
the form as required by the knowledge users. The framework is an integration of the listed activities and the level of
integration between the activities determines the performance of the whole system and the quality of services provided to the
users.
o Acquisition of knowledge generated in the institution as a result of the interactions between people and processes
o Capture of the institutional knowledge, which includes both explicit and tacit knowledge
o Storage of the knowledge as a central institutional resource to make it available to anyone, anytime
o Transformation of the stored knowledge into appropriate forms required by the users.
o Deployment of the knowledge for use by people and processes.
o Application of knowledge for decision making, process improvement and performance enhancement. The
application and use of the knowledge in turn creates new knowledge for acquisition and this iterative process
results into a holistic knowledge management system in the institution
The conceptual framework is implemented into a KM architecture as illustrated in fig. 4.2
Knowledge Acquisition refers to deriving existing knowledge available in the institution in a formalized version
for use and in turn creation of new knowledge. Institutional knowledge is available in documented form referred to as the
explicit knowledge as well as in the form of tacit knowledge that resides with individuals in the form of experiences,
perceptions, views, judgements and observations. According to [10], knowledge acquisition is accomplished by the
interactions among four conversion processes : socialization(transferring the tacit knowledge; tacit to tacit knowledge
conversion), externalization (modulating tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge; tacit to explicit knowledge conversion),
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combination (codifying explicit knowledge; explicit to explicit knowledge conversion) and internalization (acquiring tacit
knowledge in the form of explicit codified knowledge; explicit to tacit knowledge).

Fig. 1 : KM Framework for Engineering Institutions
Explicit and tacit knowledge is acquired by the users from the activities and processes in the functional domains.
The explicit knowledge is acquired from the documents and artifacts generated during the course of activities or as end
products whereas the tacit knowledge is that which is acquired through the processes of learning, observation, innovation
and experimentation and resides with the individuals in undocumented and non codified form; it is the personal knowledge
of the individuals.
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Fig. 2 : KM Architecture for Engineering Institutions
Knowledge capture contains obtaining the institutional knowledge from both internal and external sources and
storing it for appropriate treatment and future use. Deriving the entire knowledge generated in the engineering institutions
involves reactive as well as proactive knowledge capture. Reactive knowledge capture refers to obtaining knowledge in
response to queries posed by knowledge seekers; request for knowledge from those who possess it and automated capture of
knowledge during the course of processes and activities. Proactive knowledge capture refers to obtaining knowledge as a
result of contribution of knowledge, both explicit and tacit, by the institutional members who possess the knowledge and
proactive contribution of knowledge from experts in various domains. The proactive contribution of knowledge is of more
significance in the case of tacit knowledge which is not easily available in documented form
In both cases, the activities used for knowledge capture are gather, inquire, verify, validate and encode. The gather
and verify activities are accomplished, as discussed, in the proactive and reactive modes. Any knowledge that is captured
and intended for use in the organization needs to be validated and verified. The validation and verification are achieved via
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authentication of the source of knowledge; grant of permissions for knowledge update and layered screening for specified
contents.
Further, the validated and verified knowledge has to be encoded to a form which can be stored. The encoding of
the knowledge into relevant forms can be achieved in the following ways: converting the documents into standard MS Word,
pdf or any other format; creating links to the documents; developing application modules posting, transforming and mapping
the information; creating databases to store the information contents; creating databases for the contributors of knowledge
and linking them to the appropriate content; creating databases of users of knowledge and granting appropriate permissions
and creating references to the knowledge contents. Knowledge capture is achieved through the use of automated tools and
methods : SQL queries, application programs, e-mails and blogs.
The captured knowledge is stored for transformation and further dissemination to those who require it. Knowledge
storage requires a structured storage capability that reflects in a quick search for information [14]. Knowledge storage refers
to storing the captured knowledge in properly indexed and interlinked knowledge repositories [16]. This is achieved in the
form of a knowledge repository. A knowledge repository is a structured collection of the knowledge generated in an
organization. The knowledge repository describes a set of knowledge resources that have been carefully collected, assembled,
catalogued, described and stored to be made available for reuse by others. A knowledge repository will contain the
knowledge itself and the information on knowledge. The knowledge repository ensures the availability of related knowledge
quickly and efficiently at the same place. [5] discussed that storing knowledge in a central repository ensures the
maintenance of shared context, ease of access, ease of transfer to and fro from the stakeholders and processes, enhanced
validity of knowledge and easy identification of the source of knowledge
According to [9], the primary requirement of the knowledge repository is to prevent the loss of knowledge and
enhance accessibility to organizational knowledge in the form of a centralized well structured resource. Knowledge may be
created and acquired, but if not organized and structured, the organization will not be able to take action on that knowledge
or actualize all of its potential value [12]. This will result into limited use of the institutional knowledge and its impact on the
institution. Knowledge has to be structured into a form which can be used directly in the institutional processes and functions
to “fit” into the institution’s way of doing things. The form to which knowledge is converted is critical to the ability to use
the knowledge.
Knowledge transformation refers to adding more capabilities to the available knowledge by focusing on mapping
the existing knowledge to produce new knowledge[16]. It consists of a number of activities : codification of knowledge into
various forms facilitated by the conversion of documents into specific file types, conversion of tacit knowledge into
documents and storage of explicit as well as tacit knowledge into databases; classification and cataloging of knowledge by
“putting the content at the right place”; integration and inter connection of content by linking the knowledge to its context
and requirement.; selection of knowledge by assessing the value of the available knowledge and filtering it to obtain
knowledge that is most useful; interpretation and analysis of knowledge by means of deriving conclusions from the available
knowledge for the purpose of decision making, solving problems and performing tasks and services and packaging and
archiving of knowledge by combining the related knowledge into objects for ready access. Various mechanisms such as
indexing, filtering, aggregation and association in databases; building file folders; creating links to contents and application
programs are applied to achieve knowledge transformation. The transformation phase results into the organization and
structuring of knowledge in forms that can be disseminated to the users according to their requirement as the requirements of
the various users for the same knowledge content will vary.
The stored knowledge, if not transferred for further use within the organization, leads to wastage of organizational
resources [4]. According to [18], knowledge dissemination constitutes the capability to supply the right knowledge to the
right people at the right time. It involves retrieval of the knowledge from the knowledge repository and its deployment to the
points of use – people, processes, practices, technology, products and services. [1] outline two primary objectives for
knowledge dissemination : making it easy for people to find what they are looking for and encouraging the use and reuse of
knowledge.
Knowledge distribution can be broadly classified into : proactive distribution, reactive distribution, event based
distribution and subscription based distribution. Proactive dissemination of knowledge refers to a “targeted push
mechanism” for knowledge distribution where chunks of knowledge are sent to the users periodically based on their job
profile and usage history. Reactive distribution of knowledge is the distribution of knowledge in response to user queries.
Subscription based dissemination of knowledge refers to the periodic distribution of knowledge to the user as desired and
subscribed for. Event based knowledge dissemination is the deployment of knowledge to the user in the event of an action
taking place. Event based knowledge deployment can be a proactive deployment or a subscription based deployment. The
dissemination of knowledge to the points-of-use is supported by application programs, results of queries on databases, emails and postings on blogs.
Knowledge application refers to using the knowledge that has been acquired, captured, stored, transformed and
disseminated to produce products and services and perform tasks such as problem solving and decision making. The
knowledge is utilized and leveraged to act effectively for viability and success. Knowledge application leads to innovation
and creation of new knowledge [2]. The new knowledge that is created is acquired by the people and processes and the
phases of knowledge capture, knowledge storage, knowledge transformation, knowledge dissemination and knowledge
application follow. Knowledge management intervention in educational institutions is an iterative process that involves the
utilization of institutional knowledge effectively to the benefit of the institution and in turn generating new valuable
knowledge.

V.

IMPLEMENTATION

The architecture has been implemented for the teaching and learning process at Test Engineering College(TEC)
and is under testing in the Computer Science and Engineering Department. The development is done using the Waterfall
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model of software development and supported by use of ASP.NET which is built on the Common Language Runtime(CLR),
allowing code to be written using any supported .NET language. It permits a true object oriented design for programming
pages and controls. The implementation uses Microsoft SQL server to provide data storage. The implementation is running
in the Computer Science and Engineering Department of TEC and the users are the faculty and students of the department. It
has the following features :
o
o
o
o
o

The system is intranet based; to be extended to the Internet
User authentication; users being administrator, faculty and students
Upload facility : All file uploads are converted to pdf format for view
Query facility : Query is facilitated through e-mail as well as a query page. All responses to queries are posted on
the query page as well as posted to the database for retrieval anytime
Database construction : The database is constructed on the basis of courses, faculty engaging the course and
topics in a course. Further, each topic is supported with links to handouts, assignments, question banks, research
literature, project work, frequently asked questions(FAQs) etc. Links are provided to access any of these.

VI.

CONCLUSION

There has been indeed a paradigm shift in the engineering education. The new breed of personnel from academia
need to be efficient to tackle problems from cross functional, cultural and ethical perspectives and equipped with skills to
benchmark for global leadership positions. The authors believe that a holistic KM approach will yield more benefits to
increase the quality of knowledge learning. A KM approach will enable institutions to quickly respond to their goals and
objectives and in some cases preempt staff, faculty and student needs.
The proposed KM framework can be used as a guide to develop institutional knowledge management models
based on the institutional goals and objectives, functional domains and the performance indicators that will impact KM
initiatives. With respect to IT, the framework is a significant knowledge enabler. This can be explained in terms of the
potential of IT infrastructure in facilitating KM processes by providing a platform for knowledge storage and sharing.
Information technology can be successfully used to facilitate knowledge acquisition, capture, transformation, dissemination
and application.
The KM system, under testing, is used by the faculty and students of TEC.
Table II : Present Usage of the KM System
Item
Number
Faculty registrations
11/25 (44%)
Student registrations
67/360 (18.6%)
Courses registered
8 / 36 (22.22%)
File uploads for handouts
102
Links to projects
03
Links to research literature
07
Queries posted
382
Responses to queries
68
(17.8%)
Assignments
11
Powerpoint presentations
Nil
Case studies
Nil
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) Nil
An important observation from the usage figures is that the % usage of the sysem is not very encouraging. The
implication is that the success of IT based KM intervention in engineering colleges is not determined by technology alone.
Other factors like human nature and organizational structure also contribute towards successful implementation. These
factors were not considered as part of this research and further effort is required to be made to generate the desire and
willingness to share knowledge, support KMI through organizational policies and reward systems and ensure commitment at
all levels.
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